Trainee Software Engineer (NodeJS)
(Job Code: TSEN01)
INTELLIKONNECT Solutions Pvt. Ltd is a product development company pioneering in
Smart City Solutions using internet of things to connect devices intelligently thus enabling a
smart city infrastructure. It is a TVILIGHT Design Partner that is responsible for all the R & D
activities of TVILIGHT.
Job Description for Nodejs developer
We are searching for candidate looking to work in NodeJS who will be working on our core
backend products and IoT services. You will be one of the core backend developers, and code
from requirement phase through to the deployment/production phase. You will be a part of
our dynamic software development team.
This position is for IntelliKonnect Solutions Pvt. Ltd, Ahmedabad.
Key Requirements:











Basic understanding of front-end technologies, such as HTML and CSS.
Proficiency in Java script and OOJS - Object Oriented Java script.
knowledge in ES6, ES5 concepts.
Knowledge of Node JS and frameworks available for it such as Express, Hapi Strong
Loop etc
Understanding the nature of asynchronouse programming and its quirks and
workarounds.
knowledge of database like MySQL, Postgres or MongoDB.
User authentication and authorization between multiple systems, server and
environments.
Understanding of code versioning tools such as GIT, SVN etc
Knowledge in package management like npm, bable etc
Experience with front-end frameworks like Angular and ReactJs is major plus.

Responsibility:






Implement the features and user interfaces of TVILIGHT products.
Write clean, secure, efficient and maitanable code.
Optimize the application for scalability and performance.
Excellent debugging, trouble shooting, problem solving and communication skills.
Participate in architecture discussion, design and code reviews.

Nice to have: (Not Mandatory)






Framework such as Ruby on Rails, Django.
Database knowledge such as SQL, RIAK.
Docker/Kubernetes.
Web Socket
OS: Linux, Unix

Suitable Qualification & Experience:



B.tech., M.tech.,B.E. or M.E. in Computer, BCA, MCA, B.sc IT, M.sc IT
Suitable Experience Range: 0-2 years

Why Join us?
TVILIGHT is a European market leader in professional end-to-end lighting control solutions,
with an installed base of over 250 projects in over 20 different countries. We specialize in
delivering software, wireless devices and sensors to manage and control citywide lighting
infrastructure. Tvilight’s open software platform allows integrating a multitude of third-party
applications and constituting a reliable, future-proof base for Smart Cities and IoT.
Benefits:




We offer a rewarding career opportunity working with our dynamic and experienced
team in India, which thrives on customer satisfaction and value creation.
Attractive compensation benefits such as Group medical insurance for self, spouse
and 2 kids apart from providing a good work-culture
Flat hierarchy that emphasizes creativity & excellence.

Work location:
Ahmedabad, India
Apply:
mail to hr-india@tvilight.com
Note: When applying please state the JOB code and Skill Name in the Subject line

